
 

    

 

  
LONDON  TRIP  2022 

 
Dear Parents/Carers, 
 
Below are details of what the children will need to take with them, times of trains and a guide to some of the 
activities planned. 
 
What to bring: 
On the first day, please make sure children are wearing smart but casual clothes and trainers as they will 
be doing a lot of travelling and walking around. 
 
They should have a rucksack or sports bag with their kit that they can carry around with them (see below) 
 
In the bag: 
Toiletries- toothbrush, toothpaste, shampoo, conditioner and shower gel/ soap (miniatures if possible) 
Pyjamas 
Underwear 
1 changes of clothes 
Sun Cream 
Rain coat (or may be wearing on the day) 
Cap/hat 
Water Bottle 
Bag of snacks for day 2- crisps, biscuits, drink 
Medication (Inhalers. Adult distributed medication to be given to office prior) 
 
Outside the bag: 
Carrier bag of packed lunch with drinks/snacks for the train journey 
(in a carrier bag which can be discarded) 
 
Train times and guide to daily activities. 

Wednesday 29th June 

8.30am     Meet at school 

9.00am              Walk to Lancaster Station 

9.30am              Train departs to London Euston 

12.10pm            Arrive London Euston 

12:15pm Walk to Royal National Hotel, check in and bag drop 

1.00pm              Walk to British Museum and eat lunch 

4:00pm              Leave British Museum 

4:30pm              Walk back to the hotel, children settle and have some downtime in rooms. 

5:00pm               Walk to Covent Garden 

6:00pm   Eat MacDonalds tea and watch performers 

 Walk to Theatre 

6:50pm              Arrival at Apollo theatre 

7:30pm   Wicked starts 

9:15pm              Wicked ends 
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9:30pm               Walk back to hotel.  
Shower and bedtime. 

  

Thursday 30th June 

7.30am               Breakfast. 

9.00am               Luggage in storage. Leave hotel.   

9: 30am             Walk to Piccadilly Circus 

9:40                   Get on bus at Point 5 
Follow route round to Tower Hill 

10: 50am           River Cruise down Thames and under London Bridge. Get off at Big Ben 

11:40am Walk down to Buckingham Palace and have play on park. 
Children to eat packed lunch 

12:45pm Walk to Science Museum  

1:15pm    Arrive at Science Museum 

3:00pm   Leave Science Museum. Walk/ bus back to hotel 

4:50pm Pick up bags and walk to train station 

5:15pm Arrive at Euston 

5:57pm    Train departs from Euston 

8:33pm   Train arrives in Lancaster 

8:45pm  Arrival and pick up from school 

Spending money is limited to £20. The children are responsible for their own money. Please make sure it is 
stored safely in a wallet.  
 
Mobile phones are NOT allowed.  School will be taking photographs which will be shared on Facebook 
throughout the day and then added to our Blogs. We will keep parents updated with regular texts as 
needed.  
The children are allowed to bring a book, pack of cards or very small game to play on the train- no electrics! 
 
The staff going on the trip are: 
Ms Naylor 
Mr Webster 
Mrs Lewis 
Mrs Mosey  
Ms Morgan 
 
We will be holding a meeting on Tuesday 14th June for parents where we can answer any questions 
and go through the itinerary in person. This will be in the year 6 classroom.  
 
The class teacher is going through the itinerary with the children, room allocation and food orders.  
 
Thank you for your continued support. We are looking forward to an exciting and eventful trip, making 
memories with our year 6! 
 
Kind regards, 
Lucy Naylor 
Headteacher 
 

 


